
 

 

 

 

St. Louis USBC Scholarships  
 

Ed Sweeney Stars of Tomorrow:  The 
Edward Sweeney Scholarship is awarded 

annually to the male and female youth bowlers enrolled in high 
school, during the previous school year; exemplifies leadership in 
bowling and the community; and demonstrates bowling 
achievement.   
 
Edward Sweeney was a leader in Men’s Bowling in the St. Louis 
Areas as well as nationally serving as the National ABC 
President.   He promoted the sport of bowling and men and youth 
competitions in St. Louis. All of the people, who knew of his great 
work, carry on his legacy.  It is with great honor that this 
scholarship was created and awarded annually to young men and 
women for achievement in bowling, school and the community.   
 

 
Myrtle Schulte Leadership Scholarship:  The 
Myrtle Schulte Scholarship is awarded annually to 
the female youth bowler enrolled in high school, 
during the previous school year; exemplifies 
leadership in bowling and the community.  
 
Myrtle Schulte was a leader in Women’s Bowling in 
the St. Louis Area. She was instrumental in the 
development of St. Louis WBA and their leadership 
that evolved. She was also an integral adult leader 
in the development of youth bowling in the St. Louis 
Area.  It is with great honor that this scholarship was 
created to her honor for her service in bowling.   

 
 
 
Thomas Vercellone Leadership Scholarship:  The Thomas 
Vercellone Scholarship is awarded annually to the male youth 
bowler enrolled in high school, during the previous school year 
and exemplifying leadership in bowling and in the community.   

 
Thomas Vercellone was an active male bowler who promoted 
bowling to the St. Louis community.  He especially promoted 
the good work that young youth males performed outside their 
leagues and within their leagues.  It is with great honor that 
this scholarship was developed in the spirit of service to the 
bowling community and the community at large.   
 


